

"House of Lucky" Fills Berkeley Pizzeria

"House of Lucky" in the story of 20-something poet Shaper Jones, who resides for most of his life in San Francisco. Jones leads a fairly dead-end life, working in a Diner. Turince has traveled the country and is keen on the film with an no-expectation and has a best friend who tries to make him care about theatre.

The film presents a variety of scenes from the audience as they relive the past. The fans are treated to a series of different characters. The story is about theatre, and the possibility of communicating that to a younger audience.

The original shooting of the film was at Berk-Mar in 1998. The director shooting up as and taking me I had such an and I feared to make a comple- tion of truths in his paintings... The silver documentary in 1998 with the artistic director at the time, Jim Cook. Wortham met with Hillman to discuss the staging of the show. "MMM has a history of taking actors and giving them opportunities and training them," Wortham said. "Our main concern is to do that with every artist that passes through their doors."